| **F**riendship | Working well with others  
Being kind and supportive  
Letting people join in  
Being welcoming to new people  
Solving problems in a peaceful way |
| **R** espect | Being polite and using good manners  
Accepting people by what they do and say, not what they look like or where they are from  
Having zero tolerance of bullying and harassment |
| **E** ndeavour | Putting in your personal best  
Learning from mistakes  
Being persistent  
Bouncing back from problems |
| **S** uccess | Taking risks with your learning  
Setting individual learning goals  
Learning and achieving new skills and knowledge  
Evaluating goals for future learning |
| **H** onesty | Taking risks with your learning  
Setting individual learning goals  
Learning and achieving new skills and knowledge  
Evaluating goals for future learning |